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Prayer to Chenrezi

Namo Lokeshvaraya,
Lord of the world, look down with love.

Treasure of mercy, be my refuge,
Heed now my prayer, sublime Chenrezi.

Here in this endless sea—samsara,
Save me and guide me, O Chenrezi.

When all is darkened by confusion,
Light me a shining lamp, Chenrezi.

When my foes make me burn with hatred,
Douse me with cooling streams, Chenrezi.

When I’m awhirl with lust and grasping,
Show me my state of mind, Chenrezi.

When I am tied in knots by meanness,
Help me let go and give, Chenrezi.
When I’m unwell, diseased and ailing,
Be a good doctor, O Chenrezi.

When I face death, alone and fearful,
Show me your kindly face, Chenrezi.

When I’m in danger, lost in bardo,
Meet me as my old friend, Chenrezi.

When, all alone, I leave my loved ones,
Guide me to your pure land, Chenrezi.

When in the birth canal I suffer
Pitch me a tent of light, Chenrezi.

When I’m a child and I know nothing,
Be my true teacher, O Chenrezi.

Praying to you above my head,
Be my root teacher, O Chenrezi.

Rest in my heart upon a lotus,
Be my supreme yidam, Chenrezi.

Outside and in, beset with troubles,

Soothe me and guard me, O Chenrezi.

Hunger, thirst, illness sore torment me,

Help me achieve my goals, Chenrezi.

When my life’s spent and death is certain,

Tell me my future life, Chenrezi.

As I recite the sixfold mantra,

Look upon me with love, Chenrezi.

With this good deed, may I proceed

Swiftly to buddhahood, Chenrezi.